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ABSTRACT
The analysis of the underwater eleotrostatio transducer is obtained
and the resultant equations are used to identify the effect of -tiie system
parameters. Various designs are postulated and certain physioal pheno-
mena are investigated suoh that they might be incorporated into the
transducer. A possible application of Pasohen's Law is desoribedo An
eleotrostatio transducer utilizing a solid dieleotrio film was built,
and the description and experimental results are inoluded.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation for the guidanoe and
enoouragement given him by Professor Herman Medwin of the U. S. Naval
Postgraduate School and Mr. Boyd Wise of the Pacific Division, Bendix
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The prinoiple of electrostatic attraction has been known for many-
years and, sinoe 1917, has been used in the generation and deteotion of
sound.
The oondenser microphone as described by Wente and sinoe modified
X A
and improved by others ' • has made a material contribution to aooustios.
Microphones of this type have found widespread use due to the 'flat'
frequenoy-response characteristic below resonanoe and fairly low self-
noise, and have been the aooepted standard for calibration work for some
length of time.
The diaphragm is a thin, stretohed membrane which serves as one
plate of a condenser. A seoond, rigid electrode serves as the other plate.
Sound pressure defleots this diaphragm which in turn causes the oapa-
oitanoe of the oondenser to ohange. Beoause of the large resistor in
series with the oondenser the charge remains essentially oonstant.
Therefore, the voltage around the circuit changes and this becomes the
output voltage. The output voltage is proportional to the ohange of
capacitance, whioh in turn is proportional to the ohange in the diaphragm
position.
E. C. Wente, A condenser miorophone as a uniformly sensitive instrument
for the absolute measurement of sound intensity, Phys. Rev., 10, pp.39-63,
June 1917
&T. H. Bonn, An Ultrasonic condenser microphone, Jour Aooust. Soc. Am
18, pp.496-502, October 1946
T. U. Shultz, A. miniature oondenser microphone employing a flexible
diaphragm controlled by air stiffness, Tech. Memo. No. 35, Acoustios
Research Lab., Harvard U., 15 September 1954
4J. K. Hilliard and W, T. Fiala, Condenser microphones for measurement
of high sound pressures, Jour. Aooust. Soc. Am., 29, pp. 254-266,
February 1957

This is a reoiprooal operation and sound may be generated with an
eleotrostatio loudspeaker. A considerable amount of effort was expended
in development of the eleotrostatio loudspeaker in the years 1925-1935
but the results were poor. 1 Reoently the eleotrostatio loudspeaker has
2 3 4been the object of further research. » » This has been due to the
availability of light and thin synthetic diaphragm materials*
Descriptions of eleotrostatio transducers may be found in a number
of standard works. »»» 8 » 9 The calibration of the condenser miorophone
may be based upon the air-damped vibrating system. Air has been the
medium for the miorophones and loudspeakers described to this point*
C. R. Hanna, Theory of the eleotrostatio loudspeaker, Jour*Aooust. Soo.
Am., 2, ppl43-149, Ootober 1930
2a. A. Jans sen, R. L. Pritchard, F. V. Hunt, Eleotrostatio loudspeakers,
Tech, Memo. No* 17, Aooustios Research Lab., Harvard U., 1 April 1950
3|(. Hobbs, Eleotrostatio speaker for high frequencies, Electronios,
pp. 143-145, November 1954
4A. A. Janssen, Eleotrostatio loudspeaker development, Audio Eng. Soo*
Journal, pp. 87-90, April 1955
5L. L. Beranek, Aooustios, pp. 157-164, MoGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.
New York, 1954
6F. V. Hunt, Eleotroaooustios, pp. 168-212, Harvard U. Press, John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., New York, 1954
7P. M Morse, Vibration and Sound, pp. 203-208, 2nd ed., MoGraw Hill
Book Company, Ino., New York, 1948
8T. >F. Hueter and R. H. Bolt, Sonios, p 164, John Wiley & Sons, Ino.,
New York, 1955
9
L. E. Kinsler and A. R. Prey, Fundamentals of Aooustios, pp. 324-330,
John Wiley & Sofas, Inc., New York, 1950
10I. B. Crandall, The air damped vibrating system; Theoretioal
calibration of the condenser miorophone, Phys. Rev., 11, pp.449-460,
June 1918

The first serious efforts towards application of electrostatios in
a water medium were undertaken by Langevin in March 1915, It had been
oonoluded that the use of a 'singing condenser 1 would be safer than
either magnetostriction or piezoelectricity. If large electric field
strengths of the order of 10 volts/cm could be maintained, pressures as
large as a kilogram/cmc would be produced and transferred to the water
without losso However, experiments showed that, even when the air gap
was evacuated, the electric field was limited by field emission from the
electrodes to a much lower value than had been postulated as being avail-
able. Better results were obtained when the insulated electrode was
covered with a thin sheet of mica against which a thin radiating electrode
could be drawn by a vacuum. Eventually the metallic front eleotrode was
dispensed with and the water itself served as the radiating eleotrode in
contact with the mica. A sound level of a few tenths of a watt per square
centimeter was obtained whioh was certainly a significant amount.
This method of attack was abandoned, perhaps due to the urgency of
the submarine situation at the time, and attention was turned to the
piezoeleotrio and magnetostrictive effects. After a search for a suit-
able crystal, a quartz sandwich transducer was built and proved quite
successful. These effects, piezoelectricity and magnetostriction, with
an occasional excursion into electrodynamic types, provided most of the
underwater transducers until very recently.
F. V. Hunt, "Eleotroaooustics" p 47„ opr oito

About 1940 E. Wainer and co-workers at the Titanium Alloy Manu-
facturing Co. found that oertain titanates, barium titanate in particular,
had a dielectrio oonstant of several thousand. This is the ferro-eleotrio
effect and indicates a spontaneous polarization whioh could be obtained
in other materials only with a field of many thousands of volts. It was
suggested tnat this material could be used for transducers and consider-
able work has been done in this area. The eleotrostrictive transducer
has taken its plaoe alongside, and even ahead, in some cases, of the
magnetostrictive and piezoeleotrio.
The eleotrostatic transducer has, however, been considered from time
to time. Tests have been made on coaxial oable coiled in the water to
determine what response oould be obtained. The outcome was unsuccessful
in that the response was below the noise level.
A searoh was made for a cheap and easily constructed sonobuoy hydro-
phone by the Naval Air Development Center. This resulted in an eleotro-
static hydrophone with possibilities of cheap and easy manufacture, good
response in the region of maximum submarine noise, and flexibility of
structure. ^ The basio design was a oenter sheet of aluminum foil, covered
with a nylon netting, all enoased in an airtight plastio bag. The inner
E. Wainer and A. N. Salomon, Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co. Eleo. Repto, 8,
1942:9 and 10, 1943
2R. S. Wollett, Coaxial cable as an electrostatic hydrophone element.
Tech. Memo, of 18 May 1951, U. S. Navy Underwater Sound Lab., New London,
Conn.
•z
«J. D. Wallace, J. J. Coop, D, J. Repici, and J. H. Stein, Ribbon
Condenser Hydrophones, Serial 8960 of May 1956, Naval Air Development
Center, Johnsville, Pennsylvania

electrode was the foil and the outer eleotrode was the sea water* Sound
pressure oompressed the bag and thereby ohanged the oapaoltor spacing.
Although the use of a solid dieleotrio has always been feasible* it
has only been with the development of materials with high dieleotrio
strengths that actual work has begun in this direction. These materials
are plastio 'films and will be described in more detail in later seotions.
A reoent report^ desoribes some work in this field in Germany. Also, an
eleotrostatio transducer has been constructed by Professor R. W. Leonard
and oo-workers at UCLA that allowed oertain inherent features of this
type to be utilized.
G. R. Sohodder and F. Wiekhorst, Eleotrostatio transducers with
solid dieleotrio for waterborne sound, Aeustioa, 7, No.l, pp. 38-45, 1957
2Private Communication

2* Comparison of Transduoer Types
The magnetostrictive, piezoelectric, and electrostrictive trans-
ducers produce a maximum displacement at the frequenoy of displacement
resonanoe and a maximum velooity at the frequenoy of velocity resonance,
and the higher the Q the more closely the frequencies of these resonances
approach each other. At frequencies off resonanoe the output drops, more
or less sharply, depending on the type and construction. Typical values
of the mechanioal Q are hard to specify since the Q may be higher or
lower depending on the application. In oertain uses a high Q is desir-
able. The lowest Q's that can be obtained in practice are about as
follows: 5 for the magnetostrictive, 2 for the piezoeleotric, and 3 for
the electrostrictive.
The most attractive characteristic of an eleotrostatio transduoer
is that resonance is eschewed and the receiving response should be flat
over a range of several ootaves below resonanoe. This device immediately
suggests itself for applications where a broad band width is required,
suoh as in arrays where phase of various elements is most important.
Also in calibration and measurement work such a response is desirable.
The disadvantages of a high Q are poor transient characteristics, narrow
band width, and rapid phase shift. A lowered Q is usually aohieved at
the sacrifice of efficiency in the oases of the magnetostrictive, piezo-
electric, and electrostriotive transducers. This is not the oase with
the electrostatic transducer.
Other apparent advantages of the eleotrostatio transducer inolude
small internal losses and, with suitable care in design, a high coupling
coefficient. Also, it should be possible to construct identioal devices

making reciprocity calibrations possible with a single set of measure-
ments. In one method of reciprocity calibration three transducers are
used and several steps and measurements are required. With identical
reversible transducers a calibration may be determined from knowing the
output voltage of one instrument, the input current of the other, the
spacing of the instruments, the frequency used, and the specific aooustic
impedance of ^the medium.
An electrostatic transducer is essentially a non-linear device sinoe
the potential aoross the condenser is inversely proportional to the
oapaoitance and the force between the electrodes is proportional to the
square of the oharge. To approach the ideal transducer there should be
a linear relation between the mechanical forces and the electrical or
magnetio potentials involved. The usual relation is of the form where
the force f r q -/ 2q q^ -/q?. This is made approximately linear by
making q large with respect to q^ and then ignoring the term involving
qj. This is the oase with the electrostriotive and magnetostriotive
transducers. In the piezoeleotrio ase a large do term does not need
to be added and in this sense it is linear. However, when all the stress
and strain components are included, .all the types listed are non-linear
in that higher order terms are involved. These are usually neglected.
The electrostatio transducer oan be made linear over a particular range
of operation with the application of a suitable polarising voltage.
The oommonly used piezoelectric, magnetostriotive, and electro-
striotive materials have a specific aooustic impedanoe (ft ) of from
10 to 30 times that of water. Another possible advantage of the eleotro-




An essential differenoe between the eleotrostatic transduoer and the
other types listed should be noted. That is, when one speoifies the
material to be used in magnetostrictive, piezoelectric, or electrostriotive
transducers, the majority of the characteristics of the transduoer are
thereby specified. In the electrostatio oase, no characteristics are
speoified until a particular design is specified.
One of tne limiting faotors in the design of the eleotrostrictive
transduoer is the heat dissipation problem. With large driving voltages,
the material commences to heat and may rise in temperature above the Curie
point in whioh oase the polarization is lost. Perhaps, another advantage
of the electrostatic transduoer is that a rise in temperature will not
affeot the polarization.

3. Analysis of General System





















while the potential efficiency, whioh is the optimum value of efficiency
with respect to variations of both frequency and load is.
Pot. Eff. = V %% ¥ 5gj - V ^\ - R|M
W ~t" %M "^ 7%% " %M












Pig. 2 Electrostatic System
The fundamental equation oomes from Kirohhoff s first law
V - Q - e(t) = (1)
C
Vn - /idt - iR - (2)
An expression for C(t) needs to be found and, for a sinusoidal
driving foroe, oould be stated as
CB C / Ci sin wt (3)
or
C z k (4)
d - xcos wt
Insert (3) into (2) and differentiate with respeot to time
V
o (°o "/ c r sin wfc ) " fidt " iR (°o "/ cl 8in wt) (6)
R(C jtc, sin wt) di •/ ftc. w cos wt ^ l) i - V C f w Cos wt s (6)
Also put (4) into (l) and sinoe






x oos wt = x (eJwt 4 «Jwt (8)
"2
(l) beoomes
Rii ¥ i '"I eM " I •"
J"%)«^..-0 ' (9)
(6) and (9) represent the same system in different forms. Assume a Fourier
series solution for (9)
<Jn
Then
Q(t)= £ q eJ^ (10)
-£?©
R|3^ ejmrt / i-(d - |. >* - f-e
-^).Iqn .J™* - V (11)
Note that
Carry out the multiplication of (11 ) and find that neglecting terai
with a produot small oompared with one that
qG = v c
co









2" R-J(i \ >Co T 2R -J/-L \
C. R. Wylie, Jr., Advanoed Engineering Mathematics, p 131, McGraw Hill
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1951
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Thus the system may be considered as a generator with an open
circuit voltage
E = L£ = 1b£i (15)
and internal impedance
We may express*
qi (t) s C e(t) ^ 2°il (17)d
The total stored energy is the sum of the electrical and mechanical
energies
W(t) = \ ^ •+ L £ (18)2 ° 2
°M
or





-I ) Ti 7 7- (19)2
°o
Since the force at any instant
dt
- Fo^t), ggi / i - Sliiilo (20)
P(t) = JL. - v qi (t)
(17) may be expressed as




In a steady state with jwq i and jwx « v equations (A) and (B) are
then
E * — I - ]S-A v (22)jwC jwd
F a -Jk I •/ -J— v (23)jwd jwCM
12

On an impedance basis these equations are represented by the
equivalent sohematio oirouit shown in Fig. 3.











Equivalent Circuit for Eleotrostatio Transduoer
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-| e 1
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The first and third terms are steady forces. The fourth term may be
neglected when V is large compared with e^. Should this not be the case
as when V r # then frequency doubling is accomplished. In the oase that
«1 is small oompared to VQt then the seoond term is the useful one.
_1 /ov - „»„ «*-\ (23)p. —4—-_ (2Vn e, sinwt)
13

The total mechanioal impedance presented to the driving surface is
the sum of the mechanical impedance of the system
ZM = RM 7^ J (%-^) (29)
and the radiation impedance Zr .
1 2The radiation impedance may be expressed as '
Zr = Rr / j Xj. (30)
where, assuming piston action
Rr 8 ft TT a2 R!(2ka ) (31)
Xt^ct a2 xl(2ka ) (32)
Depending on whether the diaphragm acts as a membrane or a plate,
the effective area will vary. For a membrane^
Effective area - ©432 actual area (33)
For a plate4
Effeotive area s .309 aotual area (34)
A speoifio equation for motional impedance^ and use of the impedanoe
and admittance diagrams will not be developed for the electrostatic trans-
ducer sinoe i t is considered that these are more suited for an instrument
with a well defined resonance point."
L. E. Kinsler and A. R. Frey, Fundamentals of Acoustics, pp 187-193 op. cit
<
2L. L. Beranek, Aooustios, p 118, op. cit.
^L. E. Kinsler and A. R. Frey, Fundamentals of Aooustios, p 101 op. cit.
4L. E. Kinsler and A. R. Frey, Fundamentals of Acoustics p 115 op.oit.
°H. F. Olson, Elements of Aooustical Engineering, p 109, 1st. ed.
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1940




The displacement of the moving electrode may be expressed as
x »
R^j(WM - -1—
. _L_ ) (35)W
^a *<WJP
A rearrangement of (20) gives
x»
V^ C 9de(t > (36)
d2- Vo
2 % C
From th% analysis of simple meohanioal vibrating systems the dis-
placement equations for the various frequency regions are:
for the stiffness controlled region
x = F Cm cos wt (37)
for the resistance controlled region
x = -E— sin wt (38)
w %
for the mass controlled region
x " cos wt (39)
W2 M
Analyses have been made of the fundamental frequencies of stretched
membranes and supported plates. For a circular stretched membrane the
fundamental frequenoy is
f = *222 > XT (40)
a m
where m - mass in grams per cm2 of area
a - radius of membrane in cm
T - tension in dynes/cm2
L. E. Kinsler and A. R. Frey, Fundamentals of Acoustics, p 28, op.cit.
2H. F. Olson, Elements of Acoustical Engineering, 2nd. ed. pp 56-59, op. cit.
3p. M. Morse, Vibration and Sound, pp 183-213, op.oito
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t 3 thickness of plate in om
a a radius of plate
f S density in grams/cm
CT s Poi8Son*s ratio
Y- a Young's modulus
The ooupling coefficient may be defined as the ratio of energy stored
















With the foregoing equations at hand, vre are now ready to analyze
some particular systems » To obtain the maximum ooupling coefficient it is
16

seen that the necessary faotors are large polarizing voltages, close
spaoing, a compliant system, and a high dielectric oonstant.
17

4. Analysis of Particular Systems
In Section 2 it was pointed out that not much can be known about an
electrostatic transducer until a specific design is discussed. In this
section three possible designs will be analyzed. These are idealized
designs in that constructional problems will be ignored. In Section 3 it
was pointed out that the needed parameters were large polarizing voltages,
close spacing, compliant system, and a high dielectric constant. The
dimensions of all designs are chosen for close spacing. The first design
will emphasize compliance at the sacrifice of voltage and dielectric
constant. The second will emphasize voltage and dielectric constant at
the sacrifioe of compliance. The third design will attempt to include
all needed parameters.
The first design has a cross seotion as shown in Fig. 5. The method
of holding the air in place is not considered.
I
!
i ///// /'/ '/,/, //A-—-Rigid back electrode
Fig. 5
Air dielectric transducer
Assume system dimensions of
d = .001 in. = 2.54 x 10" 3 cm V s 300 v
A s 100 cm 2 e(t) = 100 v rms
18

The value of d was chosen to keep it small, VQ was ohosen so as to
keep voltage breakdown from happening. e(t) was then ohosen as a conveniait





Using (42) and CQ «
c
* Q- stat farads (45)
„
° */ra
gives k - "nf u. c g S 0Su system
d2/>, (T
k s 1.16
Hunt 2 states that a k > 1 implies an unstable system and one in which
the moving electrode would fall into the fixed eleotrode. However, the
oaloulated value of kc indioates what might be obtainableo
As a hydrophone using (25) and (44) the response is
Mq = -M——& - -Zo^ Volts/dyne/om2 (46)
db z 20 log M
db z -74 re 1 volt/dyne/cm2
As a sound source using (36) to find the displacement




x 7.3 x 10" 6 ora
A convenient method of finding the power into the water for various
i3
displacements is to use a graph* This value of displacement gives a
power radiated at 1 kc of 10"^ watt/cm 2 .
*L. L. Beranek, Acoustics, p 129, op.cit.
2F. W. Hunt, Electroaooustics, p 181, op.cit.
3T. F. Heuter and R. H. Bolt, Sonics, p 52, op.cit.
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The internal oapaoitive reactanoe at 1 ko using (16) is
Z
'W
Z - 46 k ohms
The second design has a oross section shown in Fig. 6. A solid di-
electric film is used. Mylar was ohosen for this film because of the
excellence of*several of its characteristics, e.g. its high dielectrio
strength and high dielectrio constant. Appendix I oontains a list of









Vn = 3000 v
Assume system dimensions of
d - .001 in. a 2.54 x 10"3om
A s 100 cm 2 e(t) = 1000 v rms
Again d is small and A is arbitrary. V and e(t) are now chosen
such that the limit of the dielectrio strength of the material is reaohed.
Y„A






As a hydrophone using (25) and (48) the response is
PB ^^
Yo
db s 20 log M
db --140 re 1 volt/dyne/cm





x s 8.3 x 10"5 cm
This is a 3.3/£ ohange in the thickness dimension of the mylar which is not
unreasonable. This value of displacement, using the graph, gives for power
radiated at 1 ko 10"' watt/cm^.
The internal oapaoitive reactanoe at 1 ko using (16) is
Z s 14.4 k
The third design has a oross section shown in Fig. 7. It attempts to
oombine the best features of the first two designs. It is a layered
struoture built up of mylar films separated by a grid network to provide
for inoreased voltage and increased oomplianoeo
I
<-— Mylar films











Assume system dimensions of
b 5 .001 in. = 2.54 x 10" 3 om VQ a 3000 v
d = .001 in. a 2.54 x 10~3 om e(t) - 1000 v rms
c s .01 in. = 2.54 x 10" 2 cm
A = 100 cm2
Here again, b and d are ohosen to make the spaoing small A is arbi-
trary. The value for o is ohosen to make it large compared with b and d.
V and e(t) are ohosen as the same value to afford a comparison with the
seoond design. It is apparent that they oould be larger without breakdown.
Due to the dimensions chosen the controlling factor for the compliance
will be the air layers between the mylar films. The ohange of oapacitanoe
will be brought about by the mylar film moving into the air spaoes and not
by the mylar ohanging its thickness. For this to take plaoe the mylar must
be under tension. To remain below the first resonant frequency as oomputed
by (40), sinoe the mass is so small, only slight tension need be used. On
this basis the compliance used in the oaloulations is that of the air alone.
Then Cy a .554 x 10"10 om/dyna
and CQ s ,044/<f
Then V a JS2Jfuo
k s 1.21
As a hydrophone the response is
« - Sol . °M A vo
o - pb
- d
db a 20 log M
db = - 60 re. 1 volt/dyne/cm2
As a sound souroe the displacement is
x = 4.8 x 1CT4 om
22

This value of displacement, using the graph, gives for power radiated at
1 ko 10" 1 watt/cm 2 .
Thus, noting the three systems it is evident that sufficient com-
pliance is necessary and this can be done with a gas. Also, for any




The question now arises t Are there any new prinoiples or unconven-
tional methods that could fully exploit the information contained in the
previous equations? The following appear to be worthy of serious
consideration.
a* Entrapped gas films (adsorbed, absorbed, oocluded) to increase
the compliance,
b. Thin dielectric films due to oxide formation on metallic films,
as used in eleotrolytio oapacitors, to provide olose spacing and high
dielectric constant.
o. Liquid dieleotrics to provide a larger surface area to inorease
the C .
d. Compliant housings to inorease the amplitude of motion,
e. Resonant cavities to increase the amplitude of motion.
f. Close spaoing to increase CQ and in the olose spacing to utilize
the advantage offered by Pasohen*s Law.
Considering these ideas:
a. Adsorbing 1 or absorbing gas films on solids is either a surface
or volume process which does not change the compliance of the solid. An
oocluded film, which is simply a film of gas trapped in the oracks and
orevices of the surface, oould possibly introduce sufficient gas into the
system and increase the compliance. This method of attack has been used
to inorease the upper frequency limit 2 but not to inorease the power
*A. R. Miller, Adsorption of gases on solids, Cambridge University Press,
London, 1949
2F. V, Hunt, Eleotroaooustics, p 172, op> cit.
24

output of suoh a device. In conjunction with what will be further
discussed under Paschen's Law, occluded gas films may be used with closer
spacing.
b. The electrolytic oapacitor uses either aluminum or tantalum metal
foil upon which an oxide layer is formed. This layer may be formed on one
or both sides of the foil and thus the capacitor may be a unipolar or
bipolar device^ This oxide film, in the oase of aluminum is very thin
(10 om) and has a dielectric constant of about 10. This makes a sub-
stantial increase of C possible. However, the YQ of aluminum is about
n
10 psi which makes for a decreased compliance. A workable instrument is
possible with suoh a foil but no great advantage is offeredo
c» Use of a liquid dielectric and an etohed surfaoe on the moving
and fixed electrodes would cause an inorease in the surface area which in
turn will inorease CQ . This makes possible a larger C in a given volume.
d. Compliant housings or the 'oil can effect 1 has been used to
advantage with barium titanate rings to cause amplitude multiplication to
2improve the low frequenoy response.
e» Resonant cavities could inorease the response at oertain fre-
quencies, though both this and the compliant housing are engineering
•tricks', which, while valuable, are not direct attacks on the problenu
f. The utilization of Paschen's Law is deemed of sufficient
importanoe to warrant a separate section and will be taken up next.
••P. M. Doeley, Eleotrolytic Capacitors, Recorder Press, Plainfield,
New Jersey, 1938
2
F. R. Abbott, Compliant Housings to enhance low frequenoy performance




Examine the mylar-air system in some more detail.
Mylar -> V^ C d1
x- x
Air ^ > V2 ^ d2
Rigid back y . . / / , / - /
;
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Voltage distribution in electrostatic transducer
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Assume d 2 = d, . Then Vo 3 3.2 V, and most of the voltage drop is
across the air film. If V s 4000 volts then
V^ - 955 volts and
V2 = 3045 volts.
At atmospherio pressure with d^ - .001 in the air space would ionise
and breakdown would oocur. The capacitanoe due to the air would be sub-
stantially removed from the system and the only oapacitanoe remaining
would be that due to the mylar. The mylar would be unsupported and
probably not change its thickness dimension appreciably.
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12 3A means of avoiding this is suggested by Paschen's Law* » » It is
an experimental faot, known as Pasohen's Law, discovered in 1839, that,
for a given set of eleotrodes in a gas, the sparking potential is a
function of the product of the pressure and gap length only. The funotion
is not a linear one though it may approach linearity over some values of
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Pressure x spacing (mm.Hg.-mm.)
Fig. 9
Spark breakdown voltage for plane parallel
electrodes in air with temperature 20°C
The analytic expression for this curve is
v8=
-Y
In f ^P£ ]
L *yr \
*H. J. Reich, Theory and Applications of Electron Tubes, 2nd ed, p 427,
MoGraw Hill Book Company, Inc, New York, 1944
2j. D. Cobine, Gaseous Conductors, p 163, McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc,
New York, 1941.
3L. R. Koller, The Physios of Electron Tubes, 2nd ed., p 131, MoGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1937
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where the oonstants A and B are determined by the gas between the
eleotrodes and the constant Y is determined bv the metal of the eleotrodes.
It is seen that the spark-breakdown voltage has a minimum value at
a critioal value of pd. At low values of pressure times spacing, below
the minimum V
fl
, the spark disoharge will take plaoe over the longer of
the two possible paths, for as Fig. 9 shows, the longer path requires the
lower voltage for breakdown. At sufficiently low pressure advantage is
taken of this fact for insulating purposes. However in bringing metal
parts closer together in order to provide a higher breakdown voltage,
care must be taken in the placing of the solid insulating material because
of the collection of surfaoe charges. Also, the electrostatio field at
the surface of the metal must not be so great that field (cold) emission
of eleotrons takes plaoe. The designer of the radar TR tube has at his
disposal this pressure and spacing variation to allow him to design the
tube to fire at a specific voltage.
Other gases show slightly different curves. For instance the curve
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pressure x spaoing (mm.Hg.-mm. )
Fig. 10
Spark Breakdown Voltage for plane-parallel eleotrodes in Hg
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Using the information contained in the curve for air assume that
d 2 s .ld^»
Then V2 = .31^ and if
V = 4000 volts
VI x 3050 volts
V2 z 95° volts
With air at 20° C and atmospherio pressure and dj ; .001 in. - 2,54 x
10"^ cm, then pd« r 2 mm. Hg. mm. and the breakdown is 800 volts. Thus it
is seen that we are heading the proper direction. With a slight reduction
in pressure, at this spaoing breakdown would move above Vg, It should
also be noted that as the mylar moved toward the fixed electrode, break-
down would not occur, but as it moved away, breakdown is possible. It
might be feasible to have no polarizing voltage, set the initial spaoing
less than critical, and then the mylar would move toward the fixed
electrode on both the positive and negative swings of the driving voltage.
This would introduce non-linearities in the output and frequenoy doubling
but this oould perhaps be aooepted in the projector.
It should be noted that the field emission current is not a sudden
surge but takes plaoe even at low values of field strength. An equation
developed by Fowler and Nordheim for this current is
a _e X l/2 4V #- 3i <- 1 ; E e
2flh (H/0) 1/2 3E
where E » eleotrostatic field
e electronic charge
n * planok's constant
«J. D. Gobine, Gaseous Conductors, p 119, op. cit.
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m m mass of electron
n 5 no. of free electrons/cm^






k 2 s 8^T 2 m
h2~
This equation indicates that field currents should beoome measurable
for fields of the order of 10 volts/cm. Impure surfaces and surfaces
contaminated with gases will have field emission with considerably less
field strength. Looking back to section 1 and the work of Langevin some
of his difficulty must be attributed to this oause.
In attempting to apply this law to electrostatic transducers it would
appear that the effects that will limit are
a Spacing so small that (l) insufficient space remains for diaphragm
movement and (2) compliance is lost.
b. Field emission in amounts large enough to lower the voltage drop
aoross the air film to the first ionization potential.
c. Fixed electrode bombardment producing sufficient heat to cause
thermionic emission whioh in turn would case the effect of b#
The discussion to this point does not indicate what takes place to
the left of the curve shown in Fig. 9. In this region (d<10"^cm) at
atmospheric pressure the breakdown voltage is directly proportional to
the spaoingl and a complete curve might look like the one shown in Fig 11.
«J. J. Thomson, Conduction of Electricity Through uases. Vol. II # pp 478-
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Spark breakdown voltage for plane parallel
electrodes in air. Complete curve
Thus it is seen that only a certain region of spacing is available
for effective use of the negative slope region of the voltage vs. pd
curve. At atmospheric pressure this region for air covers the spacing
where lCT 4cm < d < 6.58 x KTVu
If this full range could be used in the displacement of the dia-
phragm the intensity level at 1 kc would be 150 db re 10-16 ^,2 or
.1 watt/cm2 which is an appreciable amount.
Perhaps only a tenth of this range of electrode spacing is available.
However assume a one hundred layer device and then the power put in the
water with a displacement of 5.58 x 10"30m would be m0re than ,^^
at
1 kc. Thus here is a transducer to be seriously considered.
So far no mention has been made of the mechanical difficulties
involved in the construction of such a device. No doubt they would be
great but the instrument offers certain possibilities.
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A further refinement would be made by using a polarizing voltage of
such polarity that the fixed metallio electrode is positive with respect
to the moving electrode. Then field emission would take plaoe from the
oonduoting metal surface on the solid dielectric film and eleotrons would
find it difficult to move through the dieleotrio to reach the air film
and oause ionization. With this arrangement the few positive ions formed
would tend to gather at the surface of the solid dieleotrio. If little
or no recombination took plaoe due to external radiation, the eleotrio
field lines would eventually all end on these positive ions. This
situation, however, is acceptable, since as long as the major voltage
drop occurs across the air film, we have a practical devioeo
Had we decided to make the center electrode positive with respect to
the outer eleotrode another problem would have arisen due to field in-










With a rounding of the oorners this problem oould have been reduoed,
but then the path length increases and the original problem returns.
A graphical representation may be made of the various effects which
will take plaoe in an air film. In Fig. 13 the relative response vs. the
parameter Vg/d is plotted where VQ is the voltage across the air film and
d is the spaoing between conducting electrodes. A value of d has been
ohosen (d * 3.16 x 10"^ cm) that, at atmospherio pressure, is midway
between the maximum and minimum points on the negative slope portion of
the curve o Using this value of d the polarizing voltage V is varied
over the range shown and the response computed. In region I the response
is directly proportional to the polarizing voltage. In region III field
emission has oommenoed in sufficient quantity to render the air film
useless. Region II is the transition zone between these effects. Voltage
breakdown will take plaoe in region IV, Thus it is seen, that with the
optimum selection of the separation distanoe, voltage breakdown and field
emission can be made to appear as the limiting effects at about the same







7. The Experimental Electrostatics Transducer
In arriving at a transducer design several configurations were oon-
trived. The design which was constructed is shown in Fig. 14. See
Appendix II for details of the other designs.
The design ohosen was simple, could serve as an experimental vehicle,
and with proper mounting of diaphragms oould provide information on spacing,
tension, single and multiple layers. It oonsisted of a solid dieleotrio
film (mylar) which would move in and out of the air trapped between it and
the rigid oenter electrode
In the construction of the device, the inner and outer electrodes
were turned from brass stock. Cable used was RG 59/*U and the connections
were made through the gland. The center conduotor of the ooaxial oable
was oonneoted to the inner eleotrode and the braid of the oable was
conneoted to the outer electrode. A space was left behind the inner
eleotrode for the exoess wire. The bond of the inner eleotrode to the
plexiglas and of the plexiglas to the outer electrode was made with
thiokol 1201Q. Positioning was oarefully done such that after the bonds
cured the inner and outer eleotrodes were flush.
A ring larger than the outside diameter of the outer eleotrode was
bonded to the uncoated surface of a piece of mylar This bond was made
with pliobondo This ring was then placed over the device and the bond
made between the mylar and the outer eleotrode. Pliobond was also used
here. An additional weight was plaoed on the ring as the bond was curing
to cause tension in the mylar diaphragm. After the bond had cured the
excess mylar was cut off and silver paint applied to insure a good con-
ducting surface between the gold on the mylar and the outer electrode.
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This silver paint was in turn covered with thiokol 1201Q to prevent flaking
of the paint.
Air oures were used for all the bonds. With the ring and weight
method of applying the mylar it appears possible to vary the tension plaoed
on the diaphragm.
The initial oircuit used to drive the electrostatio transducer is






Eleotrical Schematic of Electrostatio Drive
The value of R to use was found as follows:
C = 2000 uuf
Time Constant ' CqR
Desire TC long with respect to period of alternating voltage.
At 1 kc » 10"3 seo
At 100 kc « 10~ 5 sec
Assume TC a 10 " 2 seo
Then R « 10" 2/2 x 10~ 9 = 5 megohms
Also Cc 2 uf and V is variable from 0-500 volts.
The general layout of the test rack connected for a transmitting response
test is shown in Fig. 16. The tank used has dimensions L 2 18» by W = 12'














































































A DT-65 transduoer was used in connection with the tests and its calibra-
tion is shown in Fig. 17 D
Experimental ourves desired were as follows:
a* Transmitter response vs. frequenoy with various polarizing
voltages.
b. Transmitter response vs. hydrostatio pressure at various
frequencies.
o. Transmitter response vs. load resistance at various frequencies
and various polarizing voltages.
d» Input impedance at various frequencies at various hydrostatio
pressures.
e. Polar pattern plots.





d. Maximum power output.
After the first diaphragm was in place a mounting bracket was made to
allow the instrument to be placed on the shaft in the tank. In the process
of installing the bracket the diaphragm was slightly damaged. The damage
was a dent near the edge. It was covered over with thiokol and the testing
was oommenoed.
The first test was an impedance ourve with the instrument in water
o
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Test Equipment for Impedance Measurements
In view of the fact that this diaphragm had been damaged it was deoided
to test it to destruction. The driving power amplifier used was a
Bendix pwr amplifier and had previously been used to drive barium titan-
ate elements at high power. A 1/2 seoond pulse was applied with intervals
between pulses of 7 seconds. The peak to peak voltage was 12,500. On
the third pulse the instrument broke down. Arc over took plaoe apparently
across the plexiglas tubing which oaused heating and the mylar film
melted. There were other small holes in the mylar and apparently small
arcs formed between the center eleotrode and the gold plating on the
mylar. It would appear as if the plexiglas was the limiting material in
the devioe.
A seoond diaphragm was now installed and further tests made. The
results of the impedance measurements are shown in Fig. 20 and the trans-













the diaphragm losing the initial tension applied at the time of bonding.
To see if this could be removed the instrument was placed in an over for
16 hours at 140°F. Visual observations showed little or no ohange in the
tension of the diaphragm. The pliobond flowed under these oonditions and
whatever shrinkage the mylar experienced was oounteraoted by the bond flow.
The ohange of impedance with ohange of hydrostatic pressure is shown
in Fig, 22 and transmitting beams patterns at 5, 10, 15, and 20 kc are
shown in Fig, 23, The beam patterns were taken with instruments not shown
on Fig, 16, An automatic pattern plotter driven by a logarithmio ampli-
fier was used, A variable delay was used to allow the sampling point to
be varied over all portions of the reoeived signal. Thus, even though
pulse techniques are used, a very nice polar plot oan be obtained.
The trouble experienced with the flowing of the pliobond was over-
come in diaphragm number three In the installation of this diaphragm
Armstrong epoxy A-2 was used as the bonding agent. It sets up as a
rigid bond and no further difficulty was experienced with loss of tension.
With diaphragm number three in plaoe further tests were made. The
impedance measurements are shown in Fig, 24, The transmitting response
is shown in Fig, 25, Beam patterns are shown in Fig, 26,
The results of the analysis follows the figureso
The impedance curves for all diaphragms indioate an instrument with-
out a well defined resonance point which agrees with the initial pre-
dictions. The oapacitive reactanoe decreases with increasing frequency
and is muoh larger than the resistive component which is proper sinoe this
is essentially a oapacitive devioe. Diaphragm number two shows an
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decreased spacing as the water pressure compresses the air behind the
diaphragm. Diaphragm number three which had considerably more tension
showed no change between the air and water impedances. The small differ-
ence shown is considered to be due to the measurement errors.
The polar pattern plots show that this instrument closely approaches
a flat piston. For the frequencies used the value of the wavelength






Polar radiation patterns for a flat piston are shown in the
literature. For a ratio of 8 the pattern is almost onmidireotional
and Figs. 23a and 23b approach this. For smaller ratios the pattern
beoomes more directional and Figs. 23o, 23d, 26a, and 26b show this.
The system constants used in the computations were the following:
Area of oondenser face =25.4 om^
Radius of face 8 2.84 cm
Mylar film thickness = .5 mil = 1.27 x 10~3 cm
Mylar £r 3.2
C/foot for RG 59/u oable 13.5 uuf
At 10 ko ka ld9
At 30 ko ka s 3o57

















Measured R at 10 ko











at 10 ko using oomputed
compliance
Total acoustic output
power at 20 ko
Total eleotrioal input
power at 20 ko
Effioienoy at 20 ko
Measured beam width to
down 3 db points at 20 ko
Measured beam width to
down 6 db point s at 20 ko
Computed beam width to
down 3 db points at
20 ko for a flat piston
Diaphragm #2
66 db re one
dyne/cm 2/amp





1.19 x 10*3 ora
1.91 grams
-102 db re one
volt/dyne/om2
.0393 x 10~ 3 watts






62.5 db re one
dyne/om /amp





3o02 x 10"° om-3
2.74 x 10" 11om/dyne 7.38 x 10~H om/dyn«
1.91 grams
-108 db re one
volt/dyne/om 2
.08 x 10'3 watts







Computed beam width to 68° 68°
down 6 db points at
20 ko for a flat piston
It was ooncluded at this point in the experimental work that the
theory was predioting results fairly well, and that the obvious next step
of a multiple layer eleotrostatio transducer should be attempted. Aooord-
ingly, a complex diaphragm was built on the same instrument base as used
previously for the single layer work. This oomplex diaphragm consisted of
five layers of unooated \ mil mylar film and a sixth layer of gold ooated
\ mil mylar film. The initial layer was bonded to the outer eleotrode as
in the single layer work, and succeeding layers were bonded to the pre-
ceding ones* An effort was made to produoe an air film thickness between
the mylar films of about 3 x 10~4 am$ which was the good value derived in
seotion 6*
Armstrong epoxy A-l was used for the bonds. The glue line was con-
trolled by the amount of weight applied during the cure.
Upon completion of the construction, the instrument was tested. The
impedance curve is shown in Fig. 27. The polar pattern plot is shown in
Fig. 28.
Measurements were made of the transmitting response at 20 ko with an
input voltage of 80 volts and an input voltage of 300 volts.
Input Voltage Transmitting Response in
db re 1 ubar/ampere
80 55 db
300 54.5 db
This indioated that the devioe was linear, at least over this range
of input volt age So
C was measured at 20 ko and found to be 574 uuf . Computations then
showed that the average air film thickness of the six air films was
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2.56 x 10""* om, -which is fairly close to the desired value. An inter-
pretation of this air film thiokness using equations of section 6 shows
that the maximum value of voltage that could be applied aoross the mylar
and air films is 12,240 volts before voltage breakdown oocurred. In the
device built both the cable and plexiglas would breakdown before this
voltage was reachedo The cable used has a rated voltage of 2700 volts.
As a check on the above computations a do voltage of 2500 volts was
applied aoross the device without breakdown. The measured current at
this voltage was less than 10 uamperes.
Using the beam pattern and the measured eleotrioal input the
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a. The eleotrostatic transducer is an interesting devioe which is
worthy of further extensive investigation.
b«> In the magnetrostriotive, pietoeleotrio, and electrostrictive
transducers the material chosen for use determines the efficiency, coupling
coefficient, Q, impedanoe, and response within fairly narrow limits. By
the design of the transducer it is possible to vary these parameters only
within these limits. However, with the electrostatio transducer, until
the design is specified, none of these parameters is determined.
o. The eleotrostatic transducer design should, to increase the trans-
mitting and receiving response, incorporate a large compliance, a large
quiescent oapacitanoe, and a large polarizing voltage. These requirements
are not necessarily conflicting.
d. There are essentially two ways to design the struoture. First,
with a material of low Young's Modulus whioh incorporates within itself
the necessary oomplianoe. Seoond, with a dieleotrio or conducting film
which moves in a gas film.
e. A primary characteristic of interest, i.e. the flat response was
aohieved over .622 ootaves with diaphragm #3 and over .728 ootaves with
diaphragm #2.
f. The single film struoture is a transducer with only a small,
power output. An attempt to inorease this power with increased voltage
is doomed to failure due to voltage breakdown
g. The multiple layer devioe is a means of increasing the power
output. The layers accomplished the following:




(2) The sound pressure level increased 6 db on axis when the
voltage was doubled, and since the intensity is proportional to the square
of the sound pressure level, the intensity is proportional to the voltage
squared. This implies that, with increasing layers, and using maximum
allowable voltage.
Intensity with n layers s n
* Intensity with 1 layer
As an example, if the voltage were inoreased to 9,000 volts, the
n
faoe of the transducer would radiate 3 watts/cm • To accomplish this a
5% ohange in the air film thickness is requiredo This is not unreasonable.
h. The multiple layer devioe has about the same sensitivity and
efficiency as the single layer devioe. Sinoe the effioienoy was low this
implies that large amounts of electrical power would be required to
radiate useful amounts of acoustio power
i. Particular recommendations for further work include*
(1) A simple arrangement for laying down, say, 50 layera.
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In the search for physical effects to be utilized two related
methods of sound detection were oontrived and are set down here,
a. Use a glow discharge tube with the anode as a moving structure,
and, since the anode will move in and out of the positive oolumn with
the variations in sound pressure, measure the light intensity with a
photoeleotrio tube. The current is then a measure of the sound,
b. Ionize a gas volume. Let the sound waves pass through the gas
and measure the ion movement with a probe. The ion movement constitutes
a ourrent flow which is in turn a measure of the soundo
In attempting to deoide on a possible design for the electrostatio
transducer, five were considered in some detail. The first (Fig, 29)
uses material o ailed ISOPAC* whioh is presently available from the
Goodrich Company for use as a sound absorbent. This type of devioe
might find use as both a sound absorber and reoeiving hydrophone.
The second design (Fig, 30) oombines the features of the absorbent
material with a liquid dieleotrio in a oavity, whioh oould be constructed
for some particular frequency, whioh would determine the oavity dimen-
sions.
The third design (Fig, 31) is a possible design for a true
spherical souroe. Other transducer designs oan, of course, be made to
approaoh the spherioal souroe oharaoteristios at some frequencies, but




the electrostatic transduoer is the ideal for this due to its very nature.
The results of analyses of these three designs is as follows
»
Parameter Fig. 29 Pig. 30 Fig. 31
(Vj in cm/dyne .113 x 10"9 4.38 x 10"9 .426 x 10"9
CQ in uuf 340 65 90
k
o * .00241 .0127 .0037
Uq in db re one
volt/dyne/om^
-87.5 -73.5 -87.4
These analyses look very promising. It should be noted that eaoh of
them depends on the value of YQ chosen. These values were determined
from a number of deflection ourves in catalogs and specifications and are
certainly open in question. The value listed for M is probably about
the best that could be obtainedo
The fourth design is shown in Fig. 32. The two features of particular
interest were the adjustments that would allow the spacing and tension of
the diaphragm to be varied. There were some constructional difficulties
involved with this instrument and it was decided that these would outweigh
the advantages to be obtained.
The fifth design and the instrument actually constructed has been
discussed in Section 7 e
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